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Administration Backs Schedule Changes
by Ken Vaughn
The Dean's Council and university administration have made
public a proposal that would
change the class schedule starting in the 1981-82 school year, according to Academic Vice President Christopher Mooney, S.J. The
new schedule would alter the present system by allowing courses to
be taught in either a 50 or 75 minute session.
At the request of a number of
university professors, Mooney
said a number of alternative
schedules were explored to allow
certain courses to meet for a
longer period of time. Mooney
said teachers had said that many
courses would benefit from meeting twice a week for 75 minutes
rather than the standard three
50-minute periods. According to
the College of Arts & Sciences
Dean Stephen Weber, the Deans
started looking for viable options

last spring, and they decided to
forward their first preference to
the faculty for their comments last
week. The proposal was drawn up
by newly appointed registrar
Robert Russo.
Basically, there would be eight
50-minute class rotations offered
on a Monday, Wednesday and Friday basis. Classes would begin in
the morning at 8 a.m., and the last
one would conclude at 3:50 p.m.
Six 75-minute class rotations
would be offered on a Tuesday
and Thursday basis, with the earliest class beginning at 8 a.m. and
the last class ending at 4:45 p.m.
In addition, there would be three
75-minute rotations offered on a
limited basis on Monday and Wednesday afternoons. Likewise,
there would be three 75-minute rotations offered on a limited basis
on Wednesday and Friday mornings. In all, there will be 14 basic
teaching codes instead of the 11
currently used.
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Mooney and Weber both cited
two advantages to the proposed
schedule. First of all, both men
said that certain subject matters
would be better adapted to the
twice-a-week longer sessions.
Weber said that certain subjects
take time to be explained, and by
the time a subject is beginning to
be explained, the 50 minutes have
expired. "The new schedule will allow us to be more flexible, enabling us to respond to various
needs," said Weber.
Secondly, the new schedule will
allow for a more efficient use of
the classroom space on campus.
With just 45 classrooms on campus, nearly 90 percent of the classrooms are utilized, thus virtually
prohibiting rescheduling of
classes or use of rooms for studying or faculty meetings. Also,
Mooney said that shutting down
half the campus during fourth
period is a waste of class space.
With the 14 time codes in the new

schedule, students and professors will both benefit from the
schedule flexibility.
Weber said that the new schedule will not have 4A and 4B to
guarantee a lunch period. Instead,
students will be responsible for arranging their own lunch period. He
said that there will be two or three
class periods that will be encompassed into the lunchtime. Therefore, unless students arrange to
take all their courses during the
middle of the day, he or she
should have time for lunch.
Mooney added that he will ask professors to not teach all the departments "high priority" courses
during the middle of the day. Also,
Mooney said that Macke Food
Company saw no problem in arranging the new schedule around
an adequate lunch time.
Both Mooney and Weber said a
consensus of the faculty would be
needed very soon to begin the pro-

cess of implementing the schedule for the 1981-82 year. The Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, chaired by Religious Studies
professor Alfred Benney, was
scheduled to review the proposal
Monday while the Academic Council was to look at it yesterday.
Mooney said that a decision either
way would be needed in the next
two or three weeks to avoid falling
behind in the course selection process for next year.
While Mooney said that some
professors and students may not
like the schedule, they should not
oppose it because of fear of being
forced into a schedule they will
not like. "Because there are so
many options, nobody will have to
fall into a schedule they do not
like," said Mooney. He added that
the teachers could still get one
day off a week if they schedule the
offerings of their courses properly.
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New Legislature President
Seeks Student Opinions
by Philip McGinty
The Student Legislature recently elected Vinnie Ferrante, a junior
chemistry major, as President of
the Legislature for a two-semester
term. Ferrante fills the positions
formerly held by Chris Pfirrman, a
senior.
Ferrante brings experience to
her new position as president. In
addition to having been a student
representative from Campion during her freshman and sophomore
years, Ferrante held the position
of Legislature Secretary during
the past term.
The new president will be faced
with many responsibilities. She
will preside over the legislature
meetings by conducting parliamentary procedure and directing
discussions and debates. Ferrante
will also oversee and offer suggestions at the meetings of the Appropriations Committee, the Government Operations Committee and
the Judicial Committee.
Ferrante informed that the thirty
two student representatives who
comprise the legislature represent
the dorm residents, the offcampus boarders and the com-

muters. As well as their responsibility to attend weekly legislature meetings, all legislators
must participate on either the Appropriations, Government Operations or Judicial committee.
Ferrante explained the duties of
each committee of the legislature
to better inform interested students. The Appropriations Committee reviews, and sometimes alters,
the budgets submitted by student
clubs. The committee then sends
the budget to the legislature for
final approval.
The Government Operations
Committee oversees FUSA activities and reviews the performances of the FUSA cabinet
members.
The Judicial Committee reviews
the individual students who are
nominated for judicial positions.
Members of this committee also
review the constitutions of the
student clubs.
Because Ferrante believes that
many students are ill-informed
about the legislature, she stressed, "The purpose of the legislature
is to voice the opinions of the stu-

Ted Schimoler, a junior, has his blood pressure taken prior to giving
blood at last week's Bloodmobile. The event was sponsored by the
Student Nurses's Association.
[Photo by Anne Stadtmueller]

dents." In fact, the legislature is
the most powerful way to voice
student opinions, added the new
president.
After learning of the immense
power that the legislature has had
in previous years, Ferrante thinks
that recent years have been marked by a decrease in the power of
the legislature. Therefore, Ferrante would like to see "greater
student input" during her term as
president.
Any student with a complaint
concerning academic policies, social regulations or any other
aspect of student life is welcome
to voice his opinion at the legislature's open meetings. With the
support of the legislature or other
students, a student may draft a bill
to formally propose change of any
nature.

Vinnie Ferrante, the new President of the Legislature, sees increased
student input as the best way to achieve a "stronger" legislature.
[Photo by Patty Lanza]

Alexander Haig To
Address 1981 Graduates
by Robert Gribbon
General Alexander Haig, Jr., will
be the guest commencement
speaker at the Fairfield University
graduation in May. Haig, scheduled to speak last year, was unable
to due to poor health.
Traditionally three speakers are
selected to address the graduating class at commencement.
Recommendations for the guest
speaker come from a number of
sources including faculty, students, and administration. The
most important criterion sought in
the guest speaker is his or her
outstanding contributions in a major area. According to University
President Rev. Aloysius P. Kelly,
S.J., "We try to recognize someone who has made outstanding
contributions in a major field,
such as the Arts, public life or government." The final decision is
made by the Board of Trustees.
In addition, two student
speakers will be selected from the
senior class. A student committee
reviews speeches submitted by
seniors and elects one to be given
at commencement. The second
student speaker is chosen on the
basis of academic achievement.

General Haig is a prominent international figure who played a
critical role at a critical time in
both the military and public life,
according to university President
Aloysius Kelly. He further stated
that "Haig's broad background of
experience is unparalleled in
American life."
General Alexander Meigs Haig,
Jr., was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on December 2, 1924.
Haig pursued undergraduate studies at the University of Notre
Dame in Indiana, and in 1944 he
was appointed to the United
States Military Academy at West
Point. In 1954 he attended graduate courses in Business Administration at Columbia University in New York and received his
Masters in International Relations
at Georgetown University eight
years later. Shortly thereafter, he
was assigned to the Pentagon to
work on top level European and
Middle Eastern Affairs.
Haig continued to be an important military and diplomatic figure
throughout the 60's and early 70's.
Haig_ became the White House
Chief of Staff under President Nixon. When the'top leadership of the

White House resigned in May
1973, General Haig was called
upon to rebuild the staff. He remained the White House Chief of
Staff under President Ford.
In October 1974, Ford recalled
Haig to active duty to become
Commander in Chief, United
States European Command. In
December of that year, General
Haig was also appointed Supreme
Allied Commander in Europe.
There he won the highest praise
from European leaders, the Carter
Administration, and American
leaders, and he has built a reputation as being the finest NATO
commander since Dwight D.
Eisenhower.
General Haig is presently the
President and Chief Operating Officer of the United Technologies
Corporation, Hartford, Connecticut.
When asked how he felt about
General Haig speaking at commencement university President
Aloysius Kelley replied, "'It's«
always a tribute to the institution
when we can attract an international figure of prominence such
as Alexander Haig."
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The World in Focus
Iraqi troops pounded residential districts
of the Iranian oil refinery center of Abadan
again last week. According to Tehran, the
attack was a "murderous barrage." Although Iraq is preparing for a final drive into
the city, Iran has claimed that it still has
hold on a vital bridge that connects Abadan
with the nearby port of Khorramshahr.

dress in order to drive a bus. According to
some of the women, they have been put in
embarrassing situation by doctors. The
women believe that their driving ability has
nothing to do with their examination.

***

Former President Richard M. Nixon entered a Washington courtroom last week to
defend two FBI officials accused of ordering illegal break-ins against Weather Underground terrorists. The appearance was Nixon's first one in a federal courtroom in six
years. His appearance prompted shouting
by women in the courtroom who called him
a "war criminal."

***

News from Washington has declared that
victims of last week's storm which made
disaster areas of New Haven and Fairfield
Counties are eligible for low-interest loans
to repair the extensive damage to homes
and other property. The damage to Fairfield
County has been estimated at 2.9 million
dollars, while New Haven County rung up a
damage bill of 1.5 million dollars. The loans
may be written for up to thirty years.

***

The New York City Council has passed a
proposal to give the U.S. hostages in Iran
the biggest, loudest welcome in the history
of the city. The Council asked that the hostages receive the traditional hero's welcome which would include a parade and
prayers.

«WaOBWKW»rt<,lWWS
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Sources in Turkey reported last week that
four suspected terrorists shot and killed a
policeman in downtown Istanbul. Increased
activity has become noted by government
officials since the military takeover in
Turkey on September 12.

***

The Vatican announced last week that
stricter guidelines will be enforced for members of the clergy who desire to leave their
respective positions. The new rules will put
an end to the practice of leaving the clergy
with "almost automatically" granted leaves.

***

Scanair airline officials in Sweden said
that a DC-10 airliner had been put on standby last week, possibly to fly the 52 American
hostages out of Iran. According to Scanair,
a London firm requested the plane under an
anonymous name. Although Washington officials refused to comment on the report,
speculation was that there had been some
form of solution worked out by Iranian officials and other negotiators.

* * »

A mysterious explosion in a Peking railroad station last week killed about twenty
people and wounded many others, according to witnesses at the scene. Officials
would not comment on whether or not the
explosion was caused by a bomb. If it was,
it would be the first one in fourteen years in
Peking.

* * #

The 20-year-old son of the late Shah of
Iran declared himself the new shah last
week in Egypt where he is living in exile.
Reza Pahlavi asked patriotic Iranians to join
him in ridding the country of the nightmare
of Ayatollah Khomeini's revolution.

***

A 16-year-old Brooklyn girl set a sleeping
man on fire on a New York subway one night
last week. She did not deny the act, and according to police, she did it because "She
felt like it." She was a member of a street
gang called "The Outlaws."

***

Polish leaders have engaged in critial
meetings with independent trade union
leaders. The labor leaders are threatening
strikes due to what they see as government
interference in their efforts.

***

One of the country's bestseller is a book
entitled "Bo." It is perhaps the only bestseller without a single word in it. Instead, it
is filled with one hundred color photos of
beauty Bo Derek. Bo's husband John Derek
is credited for the photos that comprise the
work which is being published by Wallaby
Books.

**•

Some fifty Long Beach, N.Y. bus drivers
have begun protesting state-required
physical examinations which include rectal
and vaginal exams. The drivers' basic complaint is that they should not be made to un-

Business School To Offer Master's Degree
by Kathleen E. O'Gorman
The School of Business, established only two years ago, announced last week a new graduate
study program, according to Dean
John I. Griffin. The Master of Science program will be in financial
management, and is opened to
those who have already achieved a
bachelor's degree in any area.
A group of approximately 75 to
100 students is expected to initiate the program on January 23,
1981. "It's going to be a small program of high quality," stressed
Griffin. Classes will be held Friday

evenings and Saturdays to enable
full time employees to participate
in a maximum of three courses.
The entire program may be completed in a minimum of two and
one-half years.
The program is designed to
serve the corporate community of
Fairfield County. About half of the
students are expected to be from
non-business backgrounds.
The new program is formulated
"to prepare people to work effectively in corporate financial administration," said Griffin. The curriculum will combine specialized

areas such as capital budgeting,
monetary policy and portfolio
analysis with broader courses
dealing in ethical dynamics and
environmental and legal issues.
Core courses in business areas
will be required for students who
do not have an undergraduate
business major.
The School of Business, which
presently has 917 students, was
"prompted by the university's location in Fairfield County, the
fastest-growing headquarters area
in the United States and by the selection of the university for the

Center for Financial Studies,"
stated Griffin.
In addition, all members of the
faculty hold doctoral degrees from
major university and have corporate and/or consulting experience.
Evaluation of applicants will be
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The Women's Group Meets
by Marguerite Downing
The Fairfield University
Women's Group held its first organizational meeting of the year
Wednesday, October 22.
The Women's Group was founded last year by Grace Lappin, then
a senior. The purpose of the group
was to provide women students of
Fairfield University with the opportunity to obtain information and to
discuss issues that relate to their
changing roles in society. According to Marge Deakin, the President

Dailey's
Flower Shop
2151 Black Rock Tpke.
Next to the
Agnus Steak House
Ed and Tim Dai ley

336-1895

of the Women's Group, the organization was "basically an information group last year." This year the
Women's Group is seeking to expand its activities and topics.
"The Women's Group is not a
radical movement, or a sewing circle," stated Deakin at the meeting.
The members feel that in a careeroriented school such as Fairfield,
women, for experience, should be
exposed to female leadership and
to women who have succeeded in
traditionally male roles. The

^
§

Women's Group intends to bring
this exposure to the female student body at Fairfield, according
to a spokesperson for the group.
"There should be a Women's.

v^K $■

Group on every campus," stated
Marge Deakin, speaking in reference to the importance of the organization. She also pointed out
that the majority of Fairf ield's population is female, and yet most
leadership positions are held by
males.

PATERSON'S
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE
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based on the undergraduate grade
point average, Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT)
scores, and work experience and
motivation. For more information
applicants may contact the Graduate Committee on Admissions,
School of Business at ext. 2662.

When Your Typewriter Needs Repair We're
The Ones To Solve The Problem.
We Repair All Makes Of Typewriters
We Have A Complete Line Of Ribbons
We Also Stock Asst. SCM Cartridge Ribbons
Sales Service & Supply On Pocket Calculators
Student Discount To F.U. Students
1976 Post Road, Across From Devon's Donuts

255-2430

FULL REDKEN SALON
Open 'til 8
Tues. & Thurs.
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Campus Notes
Upcoming Events
A.E.D. is sponsoring on Monday,
November 10 at 7 p.m. in the Nursing Auditorium: Clarence Bushnell
of Bridgeport Hospital "Hospital
Administration as a Career
Option." All are invited.
On Saturday, November 8, the Biology Society is sponsoring a Fifties Dance. It will take place from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Faculty Dining
Room. B.Y.O.B.
Carol Wincenc, one of today's
foremost flute soloists, is appearing Saturday, November 8, at 8 p.m.
in the Campus Center Oak Room.
Admission is free and there will be
a wine and cheese reception afterwards.
GRE Deadline: November 7
Seniors are reminded that the
deadline to register for the GRE's
is Friday, November 7. For information concerning the late registration deadline stop at the of-

fice of the Dean of Arts and
Sciences.
Economics Club Sponsors Lecture
On November 12th at 7:30 in the
Faculty Dining Room, the Economics Club in conjunction with
Omicron Delta Epsilon, the Economics honor society, will sponsor a talk by Professor Merton
Peak, Chairman of the Economics
Department at Yale University. The
talk is part of the Mellon Foundation Visiting Faculty program and
will focus on the topic of "Industrial Policy." Professor Peak is
an expert in the fields of industrial
organization and antitrust policy.
He has testified on a wide range of
economic matters and served on
the President's Council of
Economic Advisors from 1968-69.
Admission to the talk is open to
all, free of charge.
Also, Steve Allegretto, Mary Cahill, Marie Ann Cavagnaro, Thomas Daly, Bob Johnson, William
Greenwood, Chiarina Mariani, and

We rent a full line of
typewriters and all
types of office
machines.
Stop in and check our
selections

Connec(fcut

905 Post Road
Fairfield, CT 06430
(near the Grand Union)

259-5115
932 Broad Street
Bridgeport, CT 06604

367-3618

Frank Teodosio have been
selected for admission into Fairfield University's Chapter of
Omicron Delta Epsilon, the international economics honor society.
FUSA News
FUSA is currently looking into
the cost of maintenance for cleanup after Oak Room events. They
are hoping to cut costs of FUSA
sponsored events.
The Muscular Dystrophy Drive
for September and October raised
over $500. The United Way Drive is
also doing quite well. FUSA hopes
to reach $1000 for this drive.
Also this week, two students
have been approved for the University Council. Kathy Doherty '83
and John Boylan '81 were both
voted in by the legislature.
School of Business Awarded Grant
The Proctor & Gamble Fund has
selected Fairfield University to receive a $10,000 grant, it was announced by the Rev. Aloysius P.
Kelley, S.J., university president.
B. J. Nolan, vice president of the
fund located in Cincinnati, said
$5,000 was given to support the
marketing program of the School
of Business and $5,000 is unrestricted. He explained that Proctor
& Gamble established the fund in

0

1952 to assist private colleges
from which its personnel are recruited. He said there are now
seven Fairfield University graduates, primarily in the marketing
program, with Proctor & Gamble.
Designating Fairfield for a grant
for the first time, Mr. Nolan said,
"In selecting schools that will participate in the program, we have
taken into consideration the type
of graduates that the schools have
been producing and the number of
those going on to a career in the
business world."
"The Fantasticks" Is Coming
The Fairfield University Drama
Center presents, "The Fantasticks" on November 17-22.
Tickets for adults are $3, students
and senior citizens $2. The show
will be in Cabaret style and reservations are required. Call 255-5411
ext. 2204.
The cast is as follows:
El Gallo*
Sal Candido
Luisa*
Jennifer Daniel
Matt*
Anthony DeFilippis
Hucklebee* Santo Buccheri
Bellowmy* John Denault Jr.
Henry*
Rick Lawless
Mortimer*
Kevin Naylor
the Mute
Nora Edmonds
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Russian Pianist to Perform
Yefim Bronfman, a Russianborn Israeli pianist, has created a
sensation in musical circles. Born
in Russia in 1958, Mr. Bronfman
emigrated to Israel in 1973. He performed with the Israeli Philharmonic and other Israeli musical organizations while still a teenager.
Yefim Bronfman has appeared
in America three times, performing with such greats as the New
York Philharmonic, the Philadelphia Orchestra, and Leonard Bernstein.
Mr. Bronfman will be appearing
Wednesday, November 19th, at 8
p.m. in the Campus Center Oak
Room, as part of the Fairfield University "Evenings of Music
Series." Student tickets are $1.00,
and are available at the door or
through the Special Events Department.
SNET Raises Rates
The $84.06 million rate hike
granted to Southern New England
Telephone last week by the Connecticut Department of Public
Utility Control (DPUC) was called
"grossly inadequate" and "strongly biased in favor of the
consumer" by Brad Peery, a telecommunications industry analyst
for Paine Webber Mitchell Hutchins Inc., who appeared as an expert witness in the rate case.
"The public does not realize
that the long-term inflation rate
has increased from 6.0% to 9.5%,
and thus the cost of capital to
SNET has increased by 3.5%
since the last rate case occurred
in 1977. The DPUC allowed a
14.2% rate of return, up only
2.09% from the 12.11% allowed in
1977 and well below the increase
in the cost of capital," Perry said.
"Further," Peery said, "the Consumer Price Index has increased
by 38% since 1977 and the rate increase was only 10%. Even if the
DPUC had granted an adequate
rate of return, telephone service
would continue to be one of the
great bargains in the state. The
telephone provides a hedge
against inflation and contributes
to reducing the impact of energy
shortages, but short-sighted policies such as inadequate rate
relief by the DPUC could jeopardize the future of SNET and will
certainly contribute to future inflation problems/'

BARBER SERVILLE

How to stretch your
te dollars.

1426 POST ROAD

259-3893

FAIR-VIEW

You don't have to be a math genius to figure it out. Basic money
management and careful budgeting are two very effective ways to
keep from feeling the pinch when money gets tight. And we'll tell n
you how to do just that, and more, in our next issue of
"Insider," the free supplement to your college
newspaper from Ford.

CAMERA SHOP
& STUDIO

Student Discounts &
Instant Passports

We'll explain how to meet the high cost of tuition
through scholarships and student loans. We'll set
up guidelines for developing your own
personal finance system ... like custom
tailoring a budget... choosing and
maintaining a checking account
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credit wisely. And we'll
offer tips on how to

334-5123
stick to those budgets.
With info on where to
live, and how to get the best
buys on food, entertainment,
clothing, travel, textbooks,
stereos, and more. Then we'll tell
you how to be sure you're getting what
you pay for. And how to complain when
you don't.
Check it out. You'll find some great tips on how
to stretch your college dollars. And who knows,
you may even discover being frugal can be fun!
Also be sure to check out Ford's exciting new 1981
lineup, including Escort. The front-wheel drive car that's
built to take on the world. With Escort you'll find some great
ways to multiply your fun.

2189 Black Rock Tnpke, Ffld.
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Editorials
in his campaign speeches that he
favors separation of Church and State.
I find it somewhat ironic that a man
who claims to be a born again Christian
can make that assertion with such confidence. Although I am not saying
religion has no place in American
politics, I feel it is important that
tomorrow's leader realize that humility
and meekness is not always the proper
tack for a nation of our stature, where
world stability often rests with firm
leadership here.
In any case the public has a role to
fulfill too. It must recognize the

Well Election Year "80 is over. After
months of talking, smiling and spending, the political gladiators have
withdrawn from the ring. While many
wallowed in the champagne of victory,
others nursed wounds, and injured
pride trying to accept the title of an
also ran.
The "losers" of election year '80 are
probably in the safest position of alt,
however. They have the satisfaction of
watching their opponents handle the
burdens of office which they fought so
gallantly for. The losers can take note
of the broken promises, snicker at
public opinion polls that fluctuate like
the Dow Jones Industrial Average.
Most of all the losers can sit back in
their armchairs muttering "I told you
sos" to their wives as inflation climbs
and employment falls.
Being a "winner" in the political
game as you may have guessed is no
picnic. One cartoon by Thomas Nast in
the late 1800's depicted a President being crowned "scape goat" in addition
to other distinguished titles. As I think
of the candidates who were victorious
in the polls, I am reminded of Robert
Redford in the final scene of The Candidate. He had just captured the seat
for U.S. Senator by defeating the incumbent in a hard fought campaign.
Alone with his campaign manager in a
lavatory, Redford asks, "What the hell
do we .do now?"
It is a question I am certain many
leaders to be will be asking themselves
in the weeks ahead. Whether or not
they know "what the hell to do" will
determine what kind of leader they are
in the eyes of the people.
It doesn't take a Masters degree in
Political Science to realize that this nation is sorely in need of a leader. But
the question remains. What type of
leader?
The leader America needs should
not be another plastic face trying to
create an image of leadership. As some
political scientists have observed, the
man in the White House (or any govern-

ment body for that matter) should be
concerned with learning to govern effectively, not campaigning for his term
of office. A true leader must have more
than charisma to lead effectively; he
must have substance to his rhetoric.
Being a leader means making some unpopular decisions from time to time.
The type of leader America needs is
one who is concerned with preserving
(or restoring) the image of America,
even if it means suffering criticism
from media and experts alike. Someone once said that an expert is
"anyone who is at least seventy miles
from home." The leader America needs
is one who can separate the experts
from the talkers and schemers. He
must know how to use them effectively
but they cannot become any more than
close advisers. The leader who allows
advisers to lead is placing himself in
dire straits indeed.
The leader America needs should be
a man of action. Although the action
must be well thought out, and all consequences carefully considered, the
true leader will execute the action and
assume responsibility for its success
or failure when the time comes. He cannot be stifled into inaction by public
criticism or fear of committing a gross
error. John F. Kennedy's nerves of
steel during the Missile Crisis are the
type of leadership we need today. One
often wonders who would "blink first"
today if we found ourselves eyeball to
eyeball with the Russians.
Above all the man who occupies the
White House for the next four years
must have compassion and understanding for his people. Certainly it is important to insure that the world does
not go to bed hungry; but charity
begins at home. We must feed our own
children here before we share the
wealth with the world. The leader who
sits in the luxury of the White House
should not lose sight of the fact that
millions of Americans have no homes,
no jobs, and no one willing to listen.
Jimmy Carter has frequently stated

LETTERS

The Abortion Dilemma
To the Editor:
In the October 23 Mirror a page two article, "Callahan Attacks Abortion", quotes
Dr. Lisa Newton as having said:
"Individual autonomy is more central
than the fetus because human life without
autonomy is not really human life."
I invite Dr. Newton to answer the following: Have you been quoted correctly? Is a
newborn infant autonomous? Is a young
schoolchild? A teenager? How autonomous
is a college student? Are adults always
autonomous?
Dr. Newton, there may be a general argument for abortion; I think you have not
found it.
For myself — I have so far found nothing

acceptable other than taking each woman's
case individually, exploring alternatives
with her then making a decision. (No, I do
not know how we will do that, but some
groups are trying.) I do believe that because
another life is involved it is not totally the
woman's choice.
Some of the solution to abortion is in
safer (for the woman) contraception. Some
is in education.
Of one thing I am certain, our biggest
concern is out-of-wedlock teenage pregnancies, and I ask you, were those girls
autonomous?
Sincerely,
Joanne H. Choly
Lab Supervisor, Biology Dept.

Cheers
To all who donated blood last week...
Not only was it a nice gesture, but it'll probably help save lives too... Only problem
is that it occurred during Halloween. Rumor
has it some fellow from Transylvania is
complaining that he didn't get his quota this
year... To those who attended the Halloween Party in the Campus Center and to
FUSA for throwing the party for the United
Way... Special thanks to Kate Taylor and
the Skintights for keeping us hopping all
night... To the Rockhouse for keeping the
fun and frolic alive til the wee hours... It's
been a while since I've seen so many spirits
at work during Halloween... To Fire Chief
Russell for keeping cool when the heat was
on ... Hope those fire alarms will stop once
the culprits get the word...To all who
voted on Tuesday... Now we'll see how
good those talkers really are... To Macke
for their Halloween Dinner and especially to
the masked manager at the top of the stairs
... We told you not to eat the peas but you
wouldn't listen ... To the upcoming concert
featuring Carol Wincenc and to Chris
Sinagulia for once again bringing talent to
campus... It's all free so check out the Oak
Room next week... To Bob McVeigh of the
Irish Society for capturing the Ugly Man on
Campus Award — thanks for giving us a
new standard of ugly... Also a cheer to
John Sohigian of FUSA for getting runner
up ... Don't worry Sogi, you've got it made
for next year's contest... To the addition
of Bob Weber to our staff... He's a cartoonist with the touch of a pro... Check
out his work and enjoy... To those politics
students who helped us with our candidate
profile in the last issue... We're much
obliged and hope you stay with us for more
issues...

awesome challenges that confront
those in power. For just as we look
toward our leaders for guidance
through the perils of daily life, so too
must we be prepared to support those
who lead us. After all, what is a leader if
he has no followers?
FRANK P. MALINCONICO
Editor, The Mirror

To those who did not cast a vote Tuesday
... To those who missed out on the Halloween fun this weekend by running home
... Really you guys, don't you think you're
old enough to go out by yourself on Halloween ... To the mischief makers on the Eve
of Halloween ... Those commando tactics
are a bit out of style gentlemen ... Why
don't you use the soap for something different ... Like a shower... To the author of
this column for the recent boo to FUSA for
the lack of buses to Hockey games...
Sorry about that one... We know you're doing the best you can... To whoever stole
the painting of a cougars head from the Art
Studio ... Look buddy, this is no place to
play "It Takes A Thief" ... Do yourself and
the artist a favor by returning it soon ...
We'll send you a copy if you like it so much
... To term papers and the rush toward
Thanksgiving Break... Days without food,
nights without sleep writing papers:
Thanksgiving couldn't come soon enough
...To those who continue to build
pyramids out of table scaps during dinner
... C'mon you guys, have a little heart...
To those who refuse overdue books to the
library ... When you're three papers behind
and the librarian tells you the book
separating you from life and death has been
missing since last year... Well, you get the
idea... To those inconsiderate souls who
take up two parking spots with one car...
To the lack of available information on GRE
exam registration deadlines... Do we have
to have ESP to find out the facts?...
Besides, it would be nice if someone let the
Department Advisers in on the secret, too
... To the mangled eating utensils that
keep turning up even after our last boo...
Maybe you'd like it better if they passed out
chopsticks and straws... Finally, to those
cold walks across campus ... That north
wind sure spells winter around here...

The Mirror Welcomes
The Mirror welcomes letters from our readers — Letters must be typewritten, 500
words or less with margins set at 20 and 65, double spaced. In order to be published,
material must be submitted before 6 p.m. on Saturday. If numerous letters are received
on the same topic we will print a sampling at our discretion — nothing containing libel
will be printed.
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Reader's Forum
Perspective

President Cartereaganderson

by Tom Callahan
November 4th has come and gone and by
now we all should know who will govern the
country the next four years. This column
will give you added insight into those
crucial years regardless of who may have
won the election.
The first scenario includes Ronald Reagan losing the popular vote to Jimmy Carter
but gaining the needed 270 votes in the
electoral college, following in the footsteps
of such renowned American Presidents as
Rutherford B. Hayes and Benjanmin Harrison.
Come January one of the first acts of
President Reagan would be to launch an "all
out, limited nuclear attack" on Iran. The
result would be the death of the 52 hostages, and everyone else in Iran, for that
matter. The Ayatollah would flee to France
once again and the former Shah's son
would become ruler of the world's first
"ghost country."
The Soviet Union, acting with the rest of
the world community, unilaterally condemns the action calling it an "unwarranted, unnecessary show of military
force." Fidel Castro visits Russia for a summit conference with Leonid Breshnev and
President Reagan responds by blockading
Cuba in an attempt to keep the Cuban premier permanently out of the country. Reagan is ecstatic and is quoted in the press as
saying, "I've been dying to do this since the
Commies invaded Afghanistan."
Then, as the Soviets begin to prepare for
their response, Reagan does just that — he
dies. The official cause of death is listed as
cancer of the scalp caused by the various
chemicals and treatments he used on his
hair in order to keep his natural "jet black"
coloring.
George Bush thus becomes the 41st
President of the United States. Bush names

as his Vice President John Anderson who
has re-associated himself with the Republican Party and has returned to conservative
views after his quick switch to liberalism
failed to fool the American public.
The second scenario has President Jimmy Carter narrowly gaining re-election. The
election is so close that Carter is victorious
only because of the 52 votes of the hostages, formerly of Iran, that returned home
on Election eve just in time to cast their
ballot.
Forever grateful to the Ayatollah, Carter
immediately declares Khomeini a "great
friend of the U.S." and sends troops to Iran
to aid them in fighting the Iraqui's. Seeing
this, the Soviets enter the war on the side of
Iraq and the predictions of historians everywhere come true. World War III is fought in
the Middle East. All this just 30 days after
the election of a President who won largely
because he was seen as a "peacemaker"
and as one who could keep us out of war.
At home the economy is straightening
out because of the war but Jimmy has other
problems. Investigations continue into Billy
Carter's dealings with Libya and Tim Kraft's
and Hamilton Jordan's dealing with cocaine. Senate inquiries are broadcast on
daytime television, pre-empting General
Hospital which creates protest marches at
universities around the country. Howard
Baker, a familiar figure from the Watergate
hearings, keeps re-appearing on the screen
demanding, "What did the President know
and when did he know it?"
The third scenario involves the unlikely
election of National Unity candidate John
Anderson. President Anderson is inaugurated in January but nothing is done for a
period of several months while he recovers
from the shock of actually being elected.
Anderson confides to close aides, "I was
trying to help Ronnie win; I didn't think

they'd take me seriously."
As soon as Anderson recovers, he resigns after coming to the realization that no
one would serve in his Cabinet. Even Amy
Carter turned down an offer to become Secretary of Defense in the Anderson administration. When the press asked him why he
didn't compile, lists of possible Cabinet
members before the election. Anderson
confessed, "I hadn't really thought about
it."

Anderson running mate Patrick Lucey assumes the title of President and quickly
names Ted Kennedy as his Vice-President.
Lucey thus becomes the least visible President in history, relegating himself to such
important missions as the negotiation of
trade agreements with such powers as
Guatemala, Uruguay, and Botswana.
So America, brace yourself, the next four
years may be quite an experience. Oh, by
the way, which way is Canada?

Detroit Breakdown
by P.M.
The United States is no longer number
one — at least not in automobile sales!
America was recently humbled by Japan's
claim to be the world's leading automobile
manufacturer. According to American economists, the sagging economy is directly
responsible for the high unemployment and
minimal automobile production which has
plagued Detroit plants. I, however, see it differently. After reading a recent
"Newsweek" stuffed with photo spreads for
the 1981 models, I blame America's recent
loss on the outrageous emphasis on advertising the products.
I noticed that the new Ford Granada is, by
slogan, "Designed with a commitment to
quality." I was initially impressed with their
promise of improved size and increased
mileage, but then it hit me. I asked myself,
"Why is Ford spending thousands of dollars
to tell me this when they could be showing
me?" Seeing the three-page spread, I
thought the slogan should read, "Designed
with a commitment to advertising."
Spending less money on advertising and
more money on production could only help
Ford realize its slogan and increase produc-

tion. If Ford reduced the writers, artists and
consultants whom they employ for advertising, they could concentrate their finances
on improving fuel efficiency, durability, and
the rate of production of their cars. A true
"commitment to quality" and quantity in
the plant would earn Ford a fine reputation,
making large-scale advertising unnecessary.
Furthermore, if Ford reduced spending
on advertising, and increased spending on
automobile production in the plants, the
high unemployment rate would be somewhat alleviated. Any assembly line worker
with more money in his pocket would be
spending more. Increased spending by the
workers would put more money back into
the economy, thus slowing the rate of
recession.
I am afraid, however, that Ford, General
Motors, American Motors and Chrysler
might well continue to bombard the American reader with an absurd amount of advertising. If they do, America just might lose
its present status as the world's second
largest automobile manufacturer... to
third, or fourth.

The Draft And Individual Conscience
by Russell Meyer
Without a standing army of two million
trained soldiers and numerous highly sophisticated arms, the future prosperity of
the U.S. will suffer to a degree incomparable
with the Great Depression. Is this the case?
So goes the tone of much present concern
over our military force and economy. Where
do we get such opinions? They would shape
much of the content of our lives.
Take for example the current debate surrounding registration and the Draft. There
are numerous issues involved: such matters
are constitutional and historical, including
domestic politics, international affairs, and,
one might add, basic means in which a citizen has confidence in the security of our
homeland. It does not require a lot of indepth and honestly objective research each
of these areas to discover that the individual, social, and political ramifications
of a peacetime Draft are labyrinthine. Because of the complexity of our government,
Americans must rely on their officials,
elected and hired. They are to weigh all of
the matters involved in. re-instituting conscription and then set forth the logic of in-

tended decisions to public forums.
Most discussions concerning the shape
of and need for a Draft are not so deep.
Most of them center on all too immediate
circumstances of military might, international transgressions, and civil and corporate interests. That focus quickly blurs into projections about the future sufferings
our country will incur if such and such actions are not taken today. So much happens
in the contemporary world that even makes
sophisticated and highly intelligent persons
edgy.
Fears over inflation and of "enemies" motivate a large part of current opinions. These
things overwhelm students, like myself,
who look with hope toward future welfare
and happiness. So, a Soviet invasion of
Afganistan resuscitated Draft proposals
killed in Congress a year ago last September. It seems the seizure of diplomatic
hostages in Iran added force to the movement for instilling peacetime conscription.
Now a war wages among that people and
the Iraqis; we approach the SALT table with
the Soviets again; and the rhetoric for the
Draft is conveniently put on hold until

Banking
as you like it

January. The point here is that no country
undertook a revision of its policies because
we are registering youth, even though this
was the supposed political objective for
resurrecting Draft procedures.
Rather, the depth of principles submerged in this issue has been ignored. For instance, one catchphrase used in favor of a
Draft is "pride in America." But the word
"pride" refers to many notions. Of one sort
is the idea that one should throw full support behind the latest government proposals; it is a shallow pride in that it fails to
distinguish new legislation from patterns of
policy in use since colonial times. However,
another kind of pride recognizes
democratic principles which have both
engendered the laws of the land and continually led citizens in struggles to see
those principles implemented. Today,
though, for the sake of shallow pride, the
consciences of both young and old
Americans are afflicted.
Influences behind common opinions
about registration and the Draft are not
usually stated clearly, if they are iden-

W

tifiable. Much harder to achieve is the ability
to know why and how one has a stand somewhere in the confluence of viewpoints. Yet,
collegiate education under a Christian domain would enable students to suspend immediate judgements until matters receive
proper kinds of reflection. To condemn
outright either soldier or conscientious objector is wrong for this reason alone. In considering matters of life and death, and conscription evokes many of them, Christians
as well as citizens in our democracy have to
be willing to listen with a neutral ear and
decide by impartial judgements what opinion they may hold. Hasty or angry denunciations on this issue miss the mark.
Moreover, to accept blindly someone else's
opinions on the Draft misleads oneself.
When that happens, I submit to you, both
religious faith and democratic principles
are lost.
Russell Meyer is an assistant intern on
campus. He is in his second year at Yale
Divinity School, and has attended several
conferences for draft counselors.

School of Law
Western new England Col

The School
of
Law
at
Western New England College
Springfield, Massachussets

will be represented by

Professor Dennis Binder
on Thursday, Nov. 13,1980
from 9:45 am to 11:30 am
at the Counseling Center
in Loyola Hall

Member FDIC

**.

i

Underclass students as well as seniors should
attend. Women, minorities and handicapped
are encouraged to meet our representative.
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Arts & Entertainment
Halloween Another FUSA Success!

Catch a ride on the Fairfield Shuttle to Halloween!

Archaesus:
The Existential Overtones
of Modern Movements

by Carl S. Gustafson
In existentialism it is usually
considered that the 'self finds it's
highest state of completeness in
the society of others. For Archaesus, and their performance of
Twilight, the 'self is lost in the
pressures of the city, the idiosyncracies of it's people, and the misdirected search for completion in
the company of the streets.
Twilight is a one hour and
twenty-five minute search. It consists of mime, dance, sleight of
hand (very well done), and acting,
all blended with music (some old
Elvis Presley included), mask,
some simple stage props, and
other creative cues. The plot line
is very simple — yet enough is left
unsaid and unfinished so that
each member of the audience is almost forced into filling in the
silence, and placing themselves in
the solutions.
The performance opens with a
young man (played by Richard Hill)
from the country who leaves his
home for the city. He brings with
him into the city a whole human
being — himself. Yet he immediately runs into the faceless city
and its meaningless fads. A spoof
on Bonjour jeans brought about
the realization for us, that his acceptance in the city would demand that he loose his identity in
order to blend among his other already homogenized peers. He trys
to show them love, kindness and
is rejected. He is forced off the
streets by the cold, emotionless
facades.
The second "scene" opens with
Richard going into a clothing
store. Here he falls in love with a
store mannequin (Deborah Seidel).
He is crushed by her lack of response to his love. She is carried
to another part of the store by the
manager, and he is left alone.

by Michael DellaFave
Eight hundred people masqueraded in the Campus center lobby
this Friday evening to celebrate
Halloween and benefit the United
Way. Even the shuttle made an appearance (tastefully late of course)
for one of the better functions of
the year. FUSA did an outstanding
job on such short notice —
special thanks extended to
Jeanne Lugaio, Lynnee Desmond
and the behind the scenes efforts
of the Half-Fast crew.
The entire Campus Center was
employed for the evening; movies
in the mezz, treats in the lobby,
and first class entertainment in
the Oak Room. Kate Taylor and
Skin Tight were the premier performers of the evening, backed up
by the Rift.
Kate Taylor and the eight member Skin Tight band provided a
curious blend of R&B and jazz orientated dance music. The Rift was
hot — four local rockers with an
expansive repetoire. Opening up
the evening with a wild version of
Blue Suede Shoes, they moved on
to the music of the Stones, the
Clash and The Talking Heads. The
music played a big part in the
evenings success.
Another factor behind the evenings success was the administration allowing FUSA to use the
Campus Center. A special note of
thank to Mr. Fitzpatrick and the
CC staff for ail their help.

Photos by:
Vince Howley

When Risa Steinberg enters, trying to show him some kindness —
he treats her the way he has just
been treated by the mannequin,
and throws her to the ground. Not
realizing that she had feelings and
was alive, he walks off with the
pressures of his "unique" condition. The scene was handled so
well, that the isolated girl on the
floor lingered in my mind throughout the rest of the performance.
The story continued with a bar
scene, a fight, and finally ended

with the country boy losing his
identity to the city. The people of
the city remove his heart and
mind, and the mechanisms of the
cities lifelessness are placed on
his body in the form of a faceless
mask. The horror complete — the
'self is lost.
The fourth player was Leonard
Petit, whose coping with the city
took the form of zippers which
closed in his feelings. Each player
brought their specific talents (Risa
in dance and music; Deborah in
acting; Richard in gesticulation;
and Leonard in mime) together to
form this new Archaesus group.
Formed in 1973, Archaesus has
different players at different
times. This group of four, along
with their manager Paul Harrison,
has been touring since June.
While individually talented, the
group gave us a performance
which stirred our emotions and
challenged our intellect. The
drama was intriging, and the acting was provocative. Archaesus
promises to be a tight, very composed company before long.

Attention F.U. Students

Fairfield Wine & Liquor
1431 Post Road, Fairfield

wants you to know that
our prices are the lowest
the law allows
FREE DELIVERY-FRIDAY* SATURDAY
259-9537
CALL BY 6:00 PM

Kate Taylor and one of her Skin Tights

SERLINDISCOIr^TSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUN

Lowest prices in town on
BEER, LIQUOR & WINE!!

5

FAIRFIELD CENTER,

FAIRFIELD
2

iORTLIEB'SBEER
M.59
: WIEDEMANN BEER
*1.72
5
$
ROMANOFF VODKA 80° u 4.99
KEG BEER ALWAYS IN STOCK
s All size wines chilled in our Wine Room
STORES INDIVIDUALLY OWNED

Other Addresses:
•1086 Broad St., Bpt.
•1282 State St. Bpt.

•Woolco Center, Orange
*Caldor Center, Derby
•Post Bd. & Bt. 77, Guilford

I
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NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.
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Winter Recess
January 4-9 * • • January 11-16

SKI

sttatton
Five Days - Lifts
.$65
— Special Savings —
All Inclusive Ski Instruction Packages
Lifts * Lessons * Lodging
Meals * Parties * Taxes * Gratuities
Ski Weeks and Ski Instruction Programs
For Information and Reservations
Write or Telephone
Ted Johnson

Alpine International
Dept. 158
E. Giastonbury, CT 06025
Tel. (203) 633-4455 (eves.)
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Aesthetics
(an artistic editorial)

by Mary Anne Blaszczak
Last Thursday, in our very own
Nursing Auditorium, Fairfield got
a glimpse of the "Art Scene", as
seen through the eyes of Larry
Rivers, Robert Hughes and Anatole Broyard. Here they met as a
panel to discuss the works of the
immortal Picasso, or rather, the
collection presented in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York City, America's sad excuse of
the Louvre. Only after a long
awaited intermission, did the "artist" and "critic" even mention, as
well as show, the progeny of their
"creativity."
As I sat, one of the few Fairfield
students in attendance, I was
amazed by the tone and direction
of the discussion. It bore more resemblance to a tete-a-tete between friends, impressed by
name-dropping and demonstratng
their personal friendship of current artists, rather than a discussion of the exhibit and the mean-

ing, (if any) behind the works
shown. Excusable behavior if performed in a cozy tavern or in the
home of a friend, but in a formal
setting, from the fliers sent out by
the sponsor, the School of Continuing Education, as well as the
majority of the spectators present
were led to believe that the discussion would center on Mr. River's
works.In particular, an American
artist working with life as we know
it, in the 1980's. Instead, we, in the
second half of the evening, were
presented with slides of the canvas' with Mr. Rivers admitting that
he really did not know why certain
elements were included in the
work beyond the purpose of filling
up space.
Perhaps I am missing the real
message of Mr. Rivers that life is
nothing more than a filling up of
the canvas of the time we have
been given here on earth. While
discussing Picasso, Mr. Hughes
described him as having a "sub-

Modern Artists:
"Waning Moral Obligations"

versive relationship with the whole
of Western art," that he "broke
with the moral philosophy that
had guided the artists of Western
History, a philosophy that had
also created the masterpieces that
reinforced the dignity of man of
and by himself." Mr. Hughes also
spoke of the moral obligation of
the artist, who having a "superior
moral insight" is set out to make
the world a better place. In considering Picasso and his obvious
break with tradition, one must
remember the conditions in which
he was working. Faced with the
destruction of Europe during the
first World War, and then with the
Spanish Civil War in 1936, it is no
wonder he began to construct new
images of the debased animal we
still call man. However, no matter
how desperate the subject matter
became, (i.e. Guernica) he still
held out a ray of hope, that perhaps man had not yet reached the
point of no return. Picasso, as Mr.
Hughes stated, transformed the

"superior moral insight into a superior sense of irony." Bluntly
pointing to man's failings, he
nevertheless directed to him a way
out.
If Mr. Rivers is working in this
tradition, he still has a long way to
go to achieve full mastery of the
underlying principle. He has portrayed the vulgarity and purposelessness of modern man as seen
in his "Dutch Masters and Cigars"
as well in his paintings dealing
with cigarette packages, especially those involving camels. Now he
must develop the moral aspect of
where he wants us to go. Without
this sense of purpose he will remain amateurish. For his works
will remain vague, amorphous,
leading man not to a renewed belief in himself but will only serve
as justification to whatever
banalities those who are so impowered to will impose on the
American public. If you think that
this concept may be stretching
the applicability of art, it is only

It's My Turn

BOW TON CAFE

by Tom Conroy
The best thing about It's My
Turn is Diana Ross' title song
which isn't heard until the final
credits. The picture itself studies
"human relationships," the same
worn-out subject featured in An
Unmarried woman, Semi-Tough,
and Starting Over. Once again, Jill
Clayburgh stars as a liberated and
single city woman facing contemporary predicaments involving
men.
This time her co-stars and problems do not include Burt
Reynolds. Instead, they center
around Charles Grodin and Michael
Douglas. Clayburgh's Kate is a

709 Beechwood Avenue
(corner of Howard Avenue)

Saturday,
November 8
9:30 P.M.—1:30 P.M.

IRISH MUSIC

because as of late, the modern artists have been neglecting their
moral obligations. To paraphrase
Mao Tse Tung, everything is political, everything influences the way
we think, the way we choose to
live. We all talk in existential
terms, that there is no purpose to
life. And yet we ignore the
challenge that is inherent in such
a philosophy — the concept of
change. That since the security of
an ordered universe has gone out
of style, we can make the world, or
at least our personal world what
we want it to be.
If perchance I have angered any
who did not take the time to go
see and hear these 'prestigious'
men of the "arts" all I can say is
that you are the apathetic mass
that deserve whatever you get.
You may prefer to see the relationship between the United States
and France represented as the
packaging of cigarettes, as does
Mr. Rivers, but I do not.

"All Too Predictable"

harried looking college professor
of mathematics who lives in a chic
Chicago loft with Homer, a divorced father of two, played wimpishly
by Grodin. She goes to New York
to investigate a job offer and to
see her father's wedding; there
she falls in love with her future
step-brother, Douglas' confused
character. The resulting dilemma
is all too predictable.
Although It's My Turn has
potential, it never seems to rise
above all the other movies about
attractive, young upper middle
class people who live in beautiful
downtown apartments, travel a lot
and suffer from mixed up love

lives. Evidently, Clayburgh is making a career of this genre. But her
earlier endeavors, especially An
Unmarried Woman, dealt successfully with various adult crisis.
In this less triumphant project, her
heroine gradually realizes that she
no longer wants the free and easy
open relationship in which she
finds herself. She craves commitment.
A cinematic prophecy for the
80's? Probably. In any case, this
message may be highly valid, but
there must be a more innovative
and entertaining way of presenting it.
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Jack Of All Trades
by Louise Linck
and
Donna Pisanelli
Father Maurice Wong, S.J.,
leads a double life as assistant
professor of mathematics and as
an ace bridge player. A faculty
member since 1969, Fr. Wong
began playing bridge in China, but
became a serious duplicate bridge
player when he came to the United
States. He started teaching at
Fairfield University a little more
than ten years ago.
Although Father Wong has
taught himself to play bridge, he
has become a life master of the
game in less than half the normal
ten years it takes others to
achieve the title. To become a "life
master," one must accumulate
master points which are earned
during tournament competition by
players comparing scores against
others playing the same hand. A
player is awarded the coveted

"master points" if he beats the
other competitors. Fr. Wong has
over thirteen hundred master
points to his name. A goal of
Father Wong's is the inclusion of
his name on the "McKinney List."
This list is for players who manage
to accumulate three hundred
points in one year. So far, he has
two-hundred and fifty points for
the 1980 year.
Because of his busy teaching
schedule here, Fr. Wong plays
duplicate bridge mostly on
weekends, and usually in tournaments. He keeps his game
sharp by reading many books and
magazines on playing bridge,
"because it helps the game." Fr.
Wong notes that duplicate bridge
is a difficult game to play, and it's
hard to be good. But he feels that
"it's a nice game." When asked if
he had any advice to those who
wish to learn to play bridge, he emphatically responded, "Play!"

Suggested Future Series
by Karen Takach
and
Eileen Gunning
We all know that the networks
are finally beginning their new
seasons. But we also know that
soon most of these new shows
will "bite the dust." So we have
taken it upon ourselves to make
some suggestions for the upcoming "second season."
Those Amazing Plants: Exciting
plants such as elm trees and
dandelions are profiled. Premiereinterview with a fern. Hosted by
Sally Fields, Leif Garrett and Rose
Kennedy.
Fairfield: A prime time continuing dramatic series, about a family's attempt to remain in their
beach house year 'round, despite
floods and lack of heat. The villain
is treacherous R.J., a Connecticut
nuclear power executive. His wife
is an English professor at a local
university.
Starring
local
newcomer Aloysius "Gene" Kelly,
as the father, Ft. .J. Gwine.

Benii: A musical variety series
starring the lovable mutt. Benji
will sing, dance, jump through
hoops and introduce guests, such
as Cybil Sheppard and Bowser.
Theme Song: " I Wanna Be Your
Dog."
Rockin' Hard: A situation comedy about the fun and carefree
lives of a touring rock band.
Characters include Charlie, the
cute cocaine addict, Jerry, the
potential hood, Pete, the man
whose constant companion is a
bottle of Jack Daniels, and
Horace, who holds the Guinness
Book World Record, for "Most
girls having an affair with in the
course of one hour." The Clash
portray the frivolous foursome,
with a new hit every week!
Your Book Parade: Every week
selections are read from the top
ten books on the Times Best
Seller List, by various celebrities.
Hosts are Dick Cavett, William F.
Buckley and Truman Capote. Sure
to be a hit with the younger crowd!

Rescue Recipes
by Tricia Wakln
This recipe is an easy and inexpensive way to spruce up 'just
another meal.' As a matter of fact, it's so delicious you'll be glad to
know that it tastes great cold for a quick lunch before you dash out to
catch the shuttle!
LINDA'S BROCCOLI CASSEROLE

6 servings
Ingredients:
4 boxes frozen chopped broccoli
(Stop & Shop brand tastes fine!)
2 Cans Campbell's Cheddar cheese soup
Vi cup of bread crumbs
Boil the broccoli until tender. Drain and pour into a casserole dish.
Combine the soup and the bread crumbs with the broccoli. Sprinkle
the top with more bread crumbs, cover and bake at 350 for half an
hour.

J.B. and the Scotch: U-Haul
dealer J.B. and his adorable
scotch terrier are faced with thrills
and adventures weekly, as they try
to rid their town of "baddies." An
exciting U-Haul chase guaranteed
each week. Starring Foster Brooks
as J.B., and Morris the Cat, in
heavy make-up, as the Scotch.
Can You TOD That Insult?: A
nighttime game show in which the
contestants hurl insults at each
other, and the first one to get the
other person in tears wins. Double
prizes are awarded for causing
nervous breakdowns. Host: Don
Rickles (who else?)
Best Little Whorehouse on the
Prairie: Pa Ingalls leaves the mill,
changes his sex, and becomes
Madame Ingalls and opens a
brothel. Loosely based on the
Broadway play. Starring Michael
Landon in a wig.
Farmers I Have Known: Hostess
Phyllis Presley relates her experiences with farmers since she
was a little girl. A different farmer
is profiled each week. Premiere: A
cow breaks through a fence, and
Phyllis feeds chickens.
Blessed to Kill: A priest, whose
parish is hard up for money, hires
himself out as a hit man. The
hilarious comedy stars Father
Guido Sarducci.
Well, there it is. We're waiting
by the phone for when the networks call...
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NAUTILUS CAFE
Wednesday,
November 12, 10:30-11:30'

s

i

I

"BUY1GET1 FREE" Drinks N
^

Thursday, November 13
10:30-11:30

SCHAEFER NIGHT
DRAFTS-25*

^

-Come enter our Raffle
and win T-Shirts, Hats, etc.
*

1144 Reef Road,
FAIRFIELD
y>*/yy»/*9Wf7t7W*. N

JOG

THE CLOG HUT &
TJ. CARMODY
1438 Post Road
Fairfield, Conn.

$3.00 Off All Clogs,
Jeans, Tops, and Sweaters
with Fairfield Univ. I.D.

FALL STYLES
BASTAAD
KRONE—MIA
OLAF DAUGHTER

First in Foreign & Domestic Car Service

TOWING &
ROAD SERVICE
We Specialize in Your Car Needs.
801 POST RD., FAIRFIELD

259-9017
IF BUSY CALL: 255-9272

The Clog Corner
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Compiled by:
SHEILA KEARNEY
and
CELIA CERRITELLI

Cross Section

Who Would You Want To Be The Next President Of The U.S.?

Ed McCarde II '82 — Eramus
because I don 't think Ed Clark will
win.

Tracy Parsons '83 — Burt Reynolds
because I like the way he walks.

Fr. Victor Leeber, S.J. — We don't
have much of a choice, but Ronald
Reagan is the lesser of two evils.

iquor Barrel

Wit it

Brian Gilbert '82 — Sogi so we can
become Kamikaziologists in the
White House.

John "Sogi" Sohigian '82 — Pat
Paulsen because I liked him when
he was a kid, and I want him to win
now.

Susan Lynch '81 — My sister Lisa
because she'll turn the White
House upside down.

Mike Bentivegna '82 — Dolly Parton so we can have two driving
forces to point the country in the
right direction.

Dennis Hugging '81 — The
Democratic socialist candidate.

Jeanne Luglio '81 — Sue Rizzo — I
like her style.

Mary White '84 — How about Jerry
Garcia?

Tom Bolger '83 — Ray Davies. The
world is going crazy, and no one
gives a damn anyway.

1434 Post Road

Call 259-1764

Deliveries Fri. & Sat,—6 P.M.

—Now Hear ThisTUBORG GOLD

NEW!!
BLATZ
12 Pack ^

Only

12 oz. 6 pack $A1Q

Was $2.53 A
Case $8.76

$089
W

+ Tax & Dep.

+ Tax & Deposit

ATTENTION:

MILLER
$039
12 OZ. Bottle

2

+ Tax & Dep.

Reserve your kegs early,
as low as

27 30

Vi Barrel

Schmidts

.YOUR FLOOR PARTY HEADQUARTERS.

The Benefits of a Suntan
Don't Have to
End With Summer!
In spite of the weather or a tight time
schedule there's a great way to keep a
tan through the fall and winter.
Tanique® has the fast and convenient
way to get (and maintain) an all-over tan
in the privacy of our booths. Tanning
sessions require only minutes of one's
day. (Sessions can last up to 10
minutes.)
To keep the benefits of a suntan, just
come into our Tanning Center and start
your personal tanning program.

Hours: 10 AM to 8 PM Monday—Friday
Sat. until 6 PM.

Family Sun
Tanning Centers

1630 Post Rd, Fairfield Center
Conn. Tpke Exit 21
259-7623

WICC Broadcast Live Sat., Nov. 15

12-5 PM from Tanique. Prizes to be announced.

Attention Winter Vacationers: ^^'TSM5?^.",-sr

s5.00
OFF

with this coupon
and student I.D.

AL'S PLACE

(Corner Mill Plain Rd. & Post Rd.)
NITELY SPECIALS Including:
MON. NIGHT-FOOTBALL SPECIALLarge Drafts Just 25* during game
WED. NIGHT-8PM12 MidnightAll Regular Vodka & Gin Drinks 65°
THURS. NIGHT-9PM-12 Midnight
Large Drafts 25'

Just Minutes from Campus
PLAY POOL, PINBALL. ASTEROIDS.
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Classified
THE MIRROR WILL NOT ACCEPT ANY
CLASSIFIED AD WITHOUT PREPAYMENT.
IF YOU WISH TO PLACE YOUR AD IN THE
COUNSELING CENTER FILE AS WELL AS
IN THE MIRROR FOR A $3 FEE, PLEASE
CONTACT THE COUNSELING CENTER Or
CALL THE MIRROR AT 255-5411, EXT. 2533.

CLASSIFIED

•3
•1

each additional
lOwofds.

P/T in Assessor's office Town of
Ffld., doing stats, work. Card 195.

HELP WANTED
LIVE-IN 3 nites/wk. for a doctor
with 2 children. Car needed to
transport children. Pick up from
school, make dinner and put them
to bed. Card 197.

WAITRESSES — Mostly Fri., Sat.
6-12 p.m., $4/hr.-no tips. Shore &
Country club, Card 206.

til finished-pay whatever route
pays, approx. $80-100. Special
Delivery days-pay per mile basis.
Card 204.

student artist. Its return ardently
requested. No questions asked.
Gish-Sachs.

FURNITURE MOVING — Nov. 6,
9:30-2:30 approx. 3 boys nee. Good
tips. Also move merch. Card 192.

SKI FOR LESS Ffld U. Ski trip to TYPIST — phone answering, copy
Lake Placid, N.Y. Jan. 4-9, $128.00. machine, general work. 3-6:30 apIncl. lodging, lifts, races, free beer .prox., M,T,W,TH, min. wages and
& more. Call 255-8960.
+ . Card 184.

KNOWLEDGE OF TYPING — needed train to key punch. Card 203.
COCKTAIL WAITRESS who may
also Bartend needed at Golf
Course Restaurant. 3 or 4 days/wk.
11-3. Lunches some eves, around
holidays. Poss. $35 a day. Card
202.

P/T DELIVERY person-deliver and
collect in Ffld/Bpt. Hrs. fix. Earn
up to $5-6/hr. Must have sm car.
FBC Co. Card 182.

BARTENDER, Nov. 8th, 5-10 p.m.
Weston, Card 171.

SECRETARY-P/T. 20 hrs.-flx. Good
typing and shorthand skills req.
l- P/T SALES - 15-20 hrs/wk. 1 or 2 Service Publications, Sthpt. Card
BOWLING ALLEY - needs people GAS STATION ATTENDANT — f/t or
nites and wknds. Min. wage. ;170.
4 hrs/day. 9-1 or before 4 p.m.
p/t. Fix. hrs., $3.50 hr. to start.
Brunswick Leisure Mart Wstpt ' OFFICE WORK — typing, work well
P/T JOB FOR FINANCE OR ACCT.
$3.50-$3.75/hr. Card 205.
Card 201.
(near Clam Box). Card 159.
major. 1 yr. college nee. Corp.
w/figures. Weekdays 3-5:30, Fri
HOUSEWORK — in Sthpt. One day
FRENCH TUTOR — for six year old
Statistical Work, looking at annual
3-9, Sat. 9:30-5:30. Natelson's,
MARKETING
MAJORS
—
needed
to
a week, 4 hrs/day, $3.50/hr. Would
just beginnng to speak French.
repts., 20 hrs. minimum, $4/hr.
assist Consumer survey. P/T Sat, Ffld. Card 168.
prefer someone who has done this
Card 199.
Card 196.
Sun, weekday afts and morns. HOUSECLEANING — 4 or 5 hrs./wk.
type of work before. Card 200.
PASTEL DRAWING of cougar head
Card 180.
Ffld. Card 180 A.
FRENCH TUTOR needed for woman
DELIVERY PERSON — drive own
taken from Loyola Art Studio Oct.
in Wstpt. Card 198.
CASHIER/LITE BOOKKEEPING — CLERK — M or F must drive,
vehicle-on-call basis. Night 9 p.m.
22 or 23. Causing much grief to
Spic and Span Market, Sthpt. Plea- customer contact. Store maint.
}■*-■* ** • * • ******* * * ****** ****************** *'* ******
*sant personality, 20 hrs week. prescription delivery. Fri, Sat. 3-6 a
it
»' Card 179.
must. Will arrange add hrs.
»
HOUSE SIT with elderly people. 4 $3.12/hr. Will get raises. Card 190.
hrs/day, 7 days/wk. Car nee. Salary
* neg. Sit there and study. Card 178. LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING — hrs.
open, sal. open, car helpful. Card
*
i
* IMMEDIATE OPEN. — Train to help 185.
* elderly complete tax forms for tax LITE HOUSEKEEPING — Full days
Home of the 25* Draft* 10 Pine Creek Rd. 259-9091
* relief. Start Jan. up to 19V2 hrs. T and TH. 2 people can share, but 1
* Min. wage. Shuttle goes by office. is preferred. Card 183.
#■
"THE SUMMER MAY BE OVER BUT WE PARTY GOES ON"
4 Card 191
P/T CLERK — Cashier exp. nee.
t
*
*
* FREE-LANCE SPOT DRAWINGS and 9:30-2:30 AM hrs. Math skills im»
4 type setting. Lifetime Learning portant. Village l-iiarmacy, Ffld.
Card 195.
* Systems. Card 176.

Tke Stride Cafcc
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6

—THE RIFT—

"The New Sound In New Waves"

25* DRAFTS ALL NIGHT
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7

THE RANDY BACHELORS
50* DRAFTS ALL NIGHT
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8

—PHOENIX—

*
*
*
*
*

MARKETING MAJORS — monthly
newsletter seeks person to do record-keeping, research, article
writing. Must type. Hrs. fix., pay
open. In Wspt train station-trans
4
♦ provided from Ffld. train station.
* Card 157.
SHIPPING AND RECEIVING — Overland Fabrics, M-F and maybe Sat?
$4.45/hr. 1-5 p.m. neg. Bpt. Card
155.
CLERICAL WORK/DATA PROCESS.
— 3-7:30. Bpt or Nwlk. Card 154.

—WARLOCK-

—THE DABAWAYS—

* r—

Ul

SATURDAY, NOV.8

FRIDAY, NOV. 7

FREE ADMISSION 1st Drink "FREE

II

a:

^h0^m Corner

\t JJ .o^C-SlwInes & llqmors

REMEMBER: Reduced Admission with F.U.i.D.
FRI., SAT., SUN. AfternoonUl
FREE HOT DOGS STEAMED IN BEER. MON., Nites—PIZZA
CO
ALWAYS THE BEST BANDS IN CONN.
ft****************************************
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

'

I'S

■

1)
19

20

28

42

43

40

r

44
47

■

_

1

1 1■
»

33

49

60

29

31

39

58

*

"

32

56

"
"

50

13

oT

54

, 740 FairfteTd Beach Rds TaTrtjeld, Ct.
•-^ --\ Across From Natrttttfs
LOWEST PRICES POSSIBLE

collegiate crossword

w~

46
post
48 Certain sandwiches
Ruin the reputation 49 Wandering
50 West German state
of
54 Hr. Grant
Juicy fruit
55 Winter weather
At stake (3 wds.)
Do construction
index {2 wds.)
58 Dodge
work
59 Certain odds
O'Neill play
(3 wds.')
(3 wds.)
60 Fleur
Male sheep (Br.)
61 The quality of
Acute
being lean or thin
"
Fideles"
Give off
Tornado
DOWN
Rambled (2 wds
1 Old World bird
In the middle for
2 Cruel
short
3 Enter (2 wds.)
Madison Avenue
4
square
output
5 8e apprehensive
Journal item
6 Robert
Like some college
7
novel
courses
8
instant
Sierra
(at once)
Cager's target
9 Providence TV
Park in Quebec
station
Nine, in Venice
10 Star of "The HeartGalahad's garb
break Kid"
Cul-de
Entertained, in
11 Frosts
12 Zoroastrian
part
'-Writings'
*-'
ClimBingf (Jlartt

ACROSS

»

30

55

12

18

.

25

46

ii

23

22

41

1 su

SKI FOR LESS
Ffld. U. Ski trip to Lake Placid,
N.Y. Jan. 4-9, $128.00. Incl.
lodging, lifts, races, free beer
& more. Call 255-8960.

GOLDEN OLDIES—GOLDEN GOODIES
—GOLDEN & SPECIALS—

**m*-

1

LOST — gold necklace with small
garnet heart. Reward offered. Grt.
sent, value. Call Nora, 255-8713.

€S
fn feff

With this coupon

With this coupon

P/T SALESMAN — hrs. fix., sal. dependent on exp. Greenwald's
Men's Store. Card 161.

*

$5.00 Per Person ■ OPEN BAR 'til 12:00

m
a:

ANSWERING SERVICE — Part time
switchboard operator, will train
flexible hours. Card 133.

* P/T BOOKKEEPER — Payroll, check
* writing and ledger for a restaurant.
* Hrs. fix, $4/hr. Reliable people only
♦apply. Card 193.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12

</>

P/T AND F/T JOBS — Fix. hrs. Coffee and Donut Shop, Wstpt. Card
167.

P/T ILLUSTRATORS — mostly line
drawings at your convenience.
Susan Shields, Inc. Wspt. Card
149.

SHOT & BEER 75° ALL NIGHT

3
a:

BRANCH TELLER — Peoples Savings Bank, Bpt. Will train according to class sched. $4.40/hr. Card
167.

3-4 MEN needed at elmer's Wine
and Liquor Store, Nwlk. Card 151.

UJ

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 9 (Open 'til 1)

and/or LAUNDRY.

P/T WAITRESSES - lunch or dinner. 20 hrs./wkly. Bunyans. Card
186

PATIENT ASSISTANT — heavy
work working with male patients
— mostly wknds. St. Vincent's
Hospital. Card 152.

FREE ADMISSION WITH F.U. I.D.

Ul

BABYSITTER
Card 194.

13
14
18
23
24
26
27
28
34
35

36
37
38
39
41
42
43
44
47
50
51
52
53
56
SI

Caressed
Anesthetics
Imitated a crow
Hitchcock's "
Curtain"
Named
Comedian Louis
Big crowd
Forgo
Liquid measure
(abbr.)
"A wrong'd thought
will break
of
steel"—Chapman
Part of the foot
(2 wds.)
Floating structures
Expungements
Keyboard interval
Was in a dither
Reach a destination
"
Knowledge"
Shows pain
Warbucks
One of the Bowery
boys
Famous middle name
Southwest wind
Appraise
No
, ands, of
buts
"Swindle

Last

Week's
Answers
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Field Hockey Ends Season;
Ties Connecticut College
by Donna Miller
The Womens Field Hockey season came to an end this past Wednesday as they tied Connecticut
College. This gave the team an
overall record of 2-3-5. Although
the Stagettes were not able to produce a .500 record, their season
was successful overall, tying
many teams they had lost to last
year.
In Wednesday's game, Connecticut College was first to score do-

MIRO FARMS
Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield

ing so early in the first half. In the
beginning, the Stagettes were a
little sluggish, but after the goal
was scored they started to take
control of the game. The defense
kept the play away from the goal
enabling the offense to apply constant pressure on the goal. This
manner of play produced many
corners and shots on the goal by
Fairfield. Fairfield's offensive efforts were unsuccessful and the
first half ended 1-0 in Connecticut
Colleges favor.
Fairfield came out strongly in
the second half dominating play.
Mid-way through the half, Eileen
Noonan got the ball and dribbled
up the field and took a shot at the
goal. Nancy Whelan got the de-

Athlete of
The Week

flection and scored, tying the
game at 1. Neither team could
break the tie. Fairfield's goalies
Mary Carrington and Alice Raia
performed well, with 15 and 11
saves respectfully. Their efforts
paid off and the game ended in a
tie. The teams played two overtimes but were unable to end the
deadlock.
The team deserves congratulations for a well played game and a
good season in a year of transition. Next year the absence of
seniors Carol Tarkowski, Eileen
Noonan and Mary T. Brown will be
felt but with the continuing good
coaching of Marlin Rowe the team
will hopefully turn their ties into
victories.

IT'S DOWN THE HILL

*°* GOOD
SANDWICHES

Gold's

by Chris Byrd
It is a cliche, but records were
made to be broken. The Fairfield
Soccer team possesses a record
breaker in Al Zappala. However, he
is a unique record breaker. He sets
a standard and then goes out and
sets a new one. Last year, he tied
his record of goals in a season
with 7. This year, Zapalla has topped that output with 9 goals establishing a new standard, which he
can improve on Tuesday against
Hartford. He scored his ninth goal
against Quinnipiac Thursday. For
this record breaking accomplishment, Zappala has been
selected Athlete of the Week.
"I am surprised. The team
hasn't done that well this year. I
have been disappointed with our
season," was Zappala's comment
on the award. Asked why he did so
well this year, the booter responded, "I have lost weight this year. I
was heavy when the season started and now that weight is down, I
have more speed. I wasn't quick
last year and I was out of shape

due to my hernia operation." He
continued, "Of course, the guys
help me out. They know I have a
job to do, to score, and they get
me the ball."
The Junior was asked if he felt
any pressure on him as he went
for the record. He replied, "Not at
all. I didn't think about it. It didn't
preoccupy my mind." He went on,
"There wasn't any pressure as far
as national recognition was concerned."
Zapalla, who is also an All-New
England infielder for the Fairfield
baseball team was asked if he saw
any correlation between Soccer
and Baseball. He answered, "In
both sports, you have to play as an
individual to accomplish what you
can for your team. My job is to
score. I have skills in that area.
When I'm a batter, I have to come
up with a clutch hit. Both teams
expect me to score. They look up
to you."
His teammates should look up
to Zapalla because he is their standard for scoring.

THE
DELICATESSEN
PEOPLE

873 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD

MIKE'S
PIZZA

I
j

WINE & BEER SERVICE
! DELIVERY AFTER CLOSING!
(15.00 Minimum)

1560 Post Road
255-2292
Fairfield

Skate to the Music of

FAIR EXCHANGE
Presented
by

Monday,
StrcitFord
roller
Nov. 10,
park
7:00-9:00 pm
9:30-11:30 pm
$

Admission 3.75
526 Benton Street
Stratford, Connecticut
Phone: 377-7177

NUTRITION CENTERS
NEW STORE and RESTAURANT
Kingsway Corner -320 Kings Highway
Below Bradlees/Opposite Traynor VW
Daily 9-9
Sun. 12-4
336-0073

COME TO A TASTING!
Try our Healthful Chips,
Cheeses, Crackers, Teas,
Juices, and Some Sweets too!
It's All On Us—Our New Store
SATURDAY, NOV. 8 2-6 PM
Restaurant Features Homemade
Soups-Sandwiches-Quiches
Salads-Pies
^AflrTHEiR JWURE& in the Brick Walk
1275 Post Rd., Fairfield 259-8171—Daily 9-6
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Stag Booters Blank N.Y.U. 5-0
by Michael Dunn
The Fairfield Soccer squad suffered two tough losses against
Yale and Quinnipiac before redeeming themselves with a victory
over NYU.
In a tough defensive battle
against a strong Yale team, the
Stags dropped a heartbreaking 1-0
overtime decision. The Bulldogs
of Yale displayed fine teamwork
and held a slight territorial advantage in the first half. Yale scoring efforts were staved off due to
the efforts of sweeper Mark Longwell and goalie Brian Jozwiak.
Paul O'Leary once again displayed
his excellent defensive ability by
shutting down another All-New
England scorer. The tide changed
in the second half as Fairfield
pressed the ball into the Yale
zone. Despite the extensive
pressure, the Stag booters failed
to score and at the end of regulation, the teams were tied at 0.
In the overtime, the Bulldogs
converted a rebound from a corner

kick, which proved to be the game
winner despite relentless Fairfield
pressure.
On Thursday, the Stags traveled
to Quinnipiac and dropped a 2-1
decision to a team looking for an
ECAC playoff berth. The Stags
dominated play at the outset as
Kevin O'Connell directed a crisp
offensive attack with pinpoint
passes. Unfortunately, Fairfield
could register only one goal when
Al Zappala beat the Quinnipiac
keeper on an aerial cross by Tom
Donino.
The second half was a stalemate until Mark Longwell was
ejected from the game after a
dispute on an encroachment call.
Minus this key player, the Stags
couldn't help but succumb to the
relentless pressure applied by
Quinnipiac. Dave Crispi knotted
the contest at one with a goal at
the 74 minute mark. Matt Hall then
drilled home the game winner with
less than 3 minutes left.
On Saturday morning, the Stags

hosted NYU. The first half was
marred by high winds, which
aborted the Stags early scoring
opportunjties.
The Stags got underway in the
second half when Mark Longwell

converted a penalty kick. Once on
track, Fairfield pummeled the NYU
goalie scoring 4 more goals. Paul
O'Leary pumped home 2 goals
followed by a Longwell direct kick,
which outstretched the NYU

keeper. Bob Nurmi iced the contest scoring his first collegiate
goal in 4 years to give the Stags
the 5-0 victory. The Stags host
Hartford on Tuesday at 3:15 to end
their season.

Pigskin Picks
by Pat O'Keefe
Overall Record 37-10-1 .787
Last Week 6-0
Comment: I got my act back
together (at last). I'm looking forward to the same this week, but
Brad's catching up.
St. Louis 28, Atlanta 21 — Both
teams looked strong last week,
but I'll have to go with St. Louis. If
they can put it together, they
should dominate in front of their
home crowd.
Baltimore 24, Cleveland 13 — The
Colts powered by Jones, should
roll over the less talented Browns.
Cleveland's valiant effort should
come up just a tad short here.
Dallas 33, NY Giants 6 — The
latest word is that Frank Tarkenton and the Giants are getting
back together. Not in the
meadowlands, but on "That's Incredible." The way the Giants play
is hard to believe, and its even
harder to believe that they'll beat
Dallas.
Detroit 17, Minnesota 14 — This
should be a close one. The running game will be the key. Watch
out for a big play. Simms output
will turn the tide.
Los Angeles 24, Miami 17 — The
Dolphins are like fish out of water
in tinsel town. Ferragamo should
have a field day against the Miami
secondary.
Chicago 17, Washington 10 —
Payton will scalp the skins.
Washington seems to be battling
the Skins for the title of lost
causes. Theisman just can't put it
together.
New England 28, Houston 24 —
This will be the sizzler of the week.
Two of the NFL's most potent offenses will be battling out with the
Patriots coming out on top contrary to the thoughts of Loyola III.

by Brad Melius
Overall record 23-26 .469
Last Week 5-2
Comment: I'm catching up to
the odds. Pat is keeping a low profile after a few hot comments last
week, like the "Special Pick".
San Diego 28, Denver 10 — Fouts
and Coryell go well together. Both
always think pass and it works.
Especially against Denver, which
seems to be a mere shadow of
their old team.
Philadelphia 42, New Orleans 17
— The best team in the league is
going against the worst. No contest at all here. The Saints should
be listed in the thesaurus as a
synonym for incompetent.
Pittsburgh 14, Tampa Bay 10 —
The Steelers have been stumbling
lately, and this one should go
down to the wire. Not much scoring from either side, though, since
both have excellent defenses.
Green Bay 21, San Francisco 10
— The Packers have come back to
life like the zombies in "The Night
Of The Living Dead" and should
eat up the defense of the 49'ers,
which looks basically pathetic.
Buffalo 24, Jets 10 — Say what
you will about how good the Jets
should or can be, but the fact remains that their defense is about
as solid as wet toast. Buffalo has
had problems lately, but the New
Yorkers shouldn't add to them.
Oakland 28, Cinncinnati 10 —
The Bengals seem only to be able
to beat Pittsburgh. Plunkett has
made people forget Pastorini and
have only a slight recollection of
Stabler. Look for the Raders to
dominate totally.
Upset Pick of the Week
Kansas City 24, Seattle 21 —
Keep your eye on the chiefs. They
have improved consistently since
the season's start and should have
what it takes to diffuse the bombs
of Jim Zorn and the Hawks, even
in the Kingdom.
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Mark Longwell looks to pass in Saturday's easy win over NYU. Longwell scored two goals in the game.
[Photo by Jeanne Beg ley]

MIRROR

SPORTS
Western New England
Routs Football Club 33-13

by Chris Byrd
In a game marred by several
brawls, Western New England
handily defeated the Fairfield
Football Club 33-13 Saturday at
Western New England. The loss
dropped the Stags record to 4-3-1.
The Stags drew first blood as
halfback Tom Meyers, on the first
play from scrimmage took a handoff from quarterback Craig Leach
and rambled 92 yards for the
score. The extra point was good

Red Ruggers Take 2
by Mike Crowley

Donna Margine is congratulated by coach Diane Nolan on scoring her
1,000 point in action last year. The Senior forward was recently named Captain of this year's squad.
'•-■ '

and Fairfield held a 7-0 advantage.
That was the only time that they
were in charge. From then on,
Western dominated the play. Craig
Leach was intercepted twice and
Tom Meyers once on a halfback
option, and at the half, the Stags
found themselves behind 20-7.
Fairfield closed the gap to 7 in
the opening minutes of the third
quarter. After a fumble recovery,
fullback Bob Meyers ran over from
the one. The Stags attempted a

The Connecticut Yankees came
to Fairfield last weekend to take
on the Red Ruggers. In the first
game, the Fairfield B side put their
unbeaten and unscored upon record on the line. This game figured
to be the toughest of the year for
them and no one was disappointed. Both sides were hitting
hard and handling the ball well.
Fairfield turned back two serious
Yankee threats and the game remained scoreless for the first half.
In the second half, it was all Fairfield. Sean Casey and Rich
Mendler were running wild out of
the scrum. The first try of the
game came when Fairfield's Jim
Pellison pounced on a loose ball in
the end zone for a 4-0 lead. The
Stags scored again when Mendler
bulled his way through three or
four Yankees for the try. The
Yankess never threatened again
as the B team remained undefeated with an 8-0 victory.

The A game was also well
played but Fairfield was a little
over matched. The Yankees have
one of the finest A sides of any
club in the East, and they were in
top form Saturday. Conn, scored
twice early for an 8-0 lead, but Fairfield toughened up and played the
Yankees even for the next 10
minutes. Playing against a much
bigger team was beginning to
wear down the Red Ruggers as the
Yankees scored a couple more
times. Fairfield refused to die
though and scored on a nice pass
from Brian Dutzer to Pat McKeon.
The Yankees won the game 26-6,
but Fairfield played much better
than the score indicates.
The C side also remained undefeated by tying the Yankees 6-6.
Jim O'Connor scored the try for
Fairfield and Tim Sheridan kicked
the extra points. So, once again,
the Stags took two of three.
Come out next Saturday to see
Fairfield end its season at home
against always tough Rutgers.

two point conversion but it failed
making the score 20-13.
The very physical hosts passed
over and ran through the Stags
pounding their way to two more
scores, that put the game out of
Fairfield's reach. The Stags did
have some chances offensively
but they didn't materialize.
Injuries did plague the Stags.
Tom Meyers missed a portion of
the game with an ankle injury and
Mike Donnelly put in a courageous
effort playing a quarter with
broken collar bones. In addition,
the referees had trouble controlling the game, which saw several
bench clearing brawls and ejections on both sides.
Coach Lynch commented on
the outcome saying, "They beat
us off the ball both ways. We
played a weak ball game totally.
We missed tackles on defense and
blocks on offense. You don't win
that way." Commenting on the
team's play to date, Lynch stated,
"I was expecting better things,
more wins7'
Quarterback Craig Leach was
also disappointed at the team's
showing commenting, "It's been
awful, very disappointing."
On the day, Leach was 11-23 for
127 yards with two interceptions.
Tom Meyers ran for 109 yards on 8
carries and Mike Donnelly had 7
receptions for 87 yards. Tim
Roach was involved in 18 tackles
on the day and Tony Deluca was
involved in 16. Larry Mordarski recovered two fumbles for the
Stags. The Team's last game is
Saturday against NY Maritime
Academy.

